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Ionospheric a nd tropospheric refraction and absorption influence earth-space propaga
t ion. The relat ive importance of t he ionospheri c influence is considerably la rger t ha n in 
terrestria l propagation. Apart from t he effects of t his latter known from experience, some 
new phenomena have been observed, viz , special cases of antipode r eception , fi eld-st rength 
scin t ill at ions and blackouts. Specifi c phase effects have been observed: t he Doppler-effect 
is due to t he satelli tes qui ck movement, t he Faraday effect is caused by the presence of 
double refr action in the ionosphere. Both cffects present so me difficulties for most applica
t ions. The most important tropospheric effccts are molecula r absorpt ion a nd t he corre
sponding statis t ical noise. 

1. Introduction 

The radio commu nication problem between tmns
mitters in spaee ,tnd th e ear th is older than Me 
artificial earth satellites; it II lIS been under discussion 
since the beginning of work in radio astronom y. 
So far we have sonIC experience with it. On th e 
other side tllC mdio-astronomical experience does 
not cover some typieal feat ures which a,1'e importa,nt 
for space radio communications. From this point of 
yiew our problem is a new one, and experience with 
it is ~' et very limited. Also we should look [onv,ud 
to an ent irely new class of propagation problems, 
yiz , those arising with com 111 u nicat ions betwee n two 
points somewhere in space. But for the t im e being 
this is not yet a practical problem. The following 
discussion is therefore m ainl~r limited to earth-space 
communi cations. 

It is also limited to th e most interesting freq uency 
range, i.e. , that of the "radio astronomical window. " 
This range is rather large; it goes from about 10 
NIcis through 100 Gc/s. Propagation influences ,lre 
quite important at both boundaries so that the 
easiest range for comm unication ~nay be 1 tJlI'ough 
10 Gc/s. Seen as a propagatlOn problem the 
boundary ranges are of particular interest; therefore 
the following discussion will be nearly entirely 
devoted to these, mainly to the lower one. The 
"radio-astronomical window" is not the only one by 
which electromagnetic waves can penetrate to and 
from space. In addition to tbe "optical window" 
there is a third one in th e ELF range. The latter 
two will not be discussed here. 

Refraction and attenuation are the most prominent 
propagation effects. For pnlCti cal orientation pur
poses we propose to summ arize t he result of the 
combined influences by the "extra-terrestrial an
t enna pattern. " 'Vith this notion we intend to 
describ e the effective diagram after penetration of 

1 ,]~ he author has recen tly reported on the same subject in a condensed form at 
the U RSl Symposium on Space Communications belel at P ariS, Sc pte mbcr J961. 
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the earth 's atmosphere. By definition this is a 
combination of the true antenna pattern with the 
result of propagation influences ocurring somewhere 
in the atmosphere. While this is a pract ical defini
tion we need another noLion in order to select the 
propagaLion influ ences only. Therefore we define a 
"standard extl'<l-terrestl'i l:tl anten na pattern"; this 
is the antenna pattcrn of an isoLropic antenlla after 
penetration of th e W,LVes through the a,tmospilere. 

It is well known from m clio astronomy that the 
lower frequency limi t of the mdio-astronomical 
window is given by ionospheric l'efl'ftCtion influences 
while t he upper one is clue to tropospheric attenua
tion. In the following we shall therefore first discuss 
the ionospheric influences and then t he tropospheric 
ones. 

2. Regular Ionospheric Refraction 

Refraction in the ionosphere is due to the second
ary radiation of the free electrons in the plasma, 
more precisely to oscillations of these electrons which 
are excited by the electromagnetic waves. Com
pared with optical or microwave refraction the only 
difference should be that the elec trons are not bound 
and resonance effects should not occur. This i 
essentially true for frequencies above 100 M cls, 
where Sellmeir's dispersion formula is quite satis
factory: 

IN=2~ jq2N = plasma frequency CIa) 
7r -V mto 

(n index of refraction, J frequency, q charge and m 
mass of the electron, N electron densi ty, to dielectric 
constant of free space). It follows that the iono
sp here is optically th inner than free space. 

If the frequency is high compared to the plasma 
frequency, as it is in most applications which we 
shall consider, eq (1) can be approximated by 



The refraction effect is proportional to the local 
plasma density N. 

For lower frequencies the influence of the magnetic 
field of the earth cannot be completely neglected. 
We have the Lassen and Appleton dispersion formula 
which is complicated by the vector character of the 
magnetic field which causes anisotropy and double 
refraction. This latter phenomenon is important for 
the Faraday effect (see sec. 4.3). It should be noted 
that the effect of the magnetic field on refraction 
depends mainly on the ratio of the frequency to the 
resonance frequency of free electrons in the magnetic 
field, the so-called gyrofrequency, fH' This is pro
portional to the local magnetic induction B; so i t 
decreases with the distance from the earth as (r/rr) -3, 

the value at the surface (r = rr) being about 1.3 Mc/s 
at temperate latitudes. The effects of the magnetic 
field decrease rather rapidly with increasing fre
quency, about as lIP, but it depends on the particu
lar effect whether the Lassen-Appleton formula can 
be replaced by the much simpler Sellmeier formula. 
It is impossible to indicate precise frequency limits 
for the magnetic influence. While the curvature of 
the ray does not seriously depend on it at frequencies 
above 20 Mc/s, phase effects are more sensitive; in 
particular, the Faraday effect which is a direct con
sequence of double refraction can be important on 
much higher frequencies up to 1 Gc/s. 

1.1. Equation (1) shows that the refractive influ
ence is decreasing with increasing frequency. The 
most important effects therefore are found at lower 
frequencies. The maximum value of the plasma 
frequency in a stratified ionosphere is usually called 
the critical frequency,fe. This notion gives a simple 
classification: at frequencies f < fe even at vertical 
incidence the ionosphere cannot be penetrated. f e 
therefore is the precise lower limi t of the window 
range. On frequencies higher than f e penetration is 
possible for steep rays first (fig. 1). With increasing 
frequency the penetration cone becomes larger and 
larger. Finally we co me to another frequency 
limit which is not so commonly used. We define as 
fa the limi ting frequency for which the ray, which is 
horizontal at the earth, just penetrates the iono
sphere. Such a limit exists only as a consequence of 
the validity of the curved layer refraction law (fig. 2) 

nr sin a = const = ro sin ao (2) 

(a the angle between r and the wave normal) and 
the fact that the ionospheric layers are always 
found above a cer tain alti tude. Therefore the angle 
a has a well defined upper limit, since it cannot 
approach 90° as it normally does in the case of trop
ospheric propagation. Of course a refraction effect 
exists also on frequencies above fa. However, there 
can no longer be reflection of rays by the iono
sphere so that every ray coming from a transmitter 
on the earth penetrates the ionosphere. 

The double refraction has the effect that slightly 
higher characteristic frequencies are valid for extraor-

dinary than for ordinary rays , formula (1) being a 
good approximation for the latter one. 

1.2. The highest electron density occurs nearly 
always in the F2-layer of the ionosphere so that i 
normally fe is identical with foF2' the corresponding 
height being of the order of 300 km. These pa
rameters or equivalents are observed at ionospheric 
stations. The variations of this critical frequency 
are very large; values between abou t 1 and 20 
Mc/s are found, variable with hour, season and I 

site. Generally the lowest values are found at ~ 
higher latitudes, but very low values can also occur 
at night in equatorial regions. The highest values 
are found during the day in two belts north and 
south of the magnetic equator. On rare occasions, 
in particular when the critical frequency of the 
F2 layer is very low, the effective critical frequency j 
of the ionosphere can be found in the Fl layer, at 
about 160 km, or in the Es layer, at about 100 km. 

As to fd , it depends on both the critical frequency 
and the height of the layer. As lower layers allow 
for higher values of ao , fa is more often determined 
by the Es-Iayer than is f e. Nevertheless in most 
cases fa is given by the parameters of the F2 layer. 
The height variations of this layer are quite ap- ~ 
preciable; values between 250 and 500 Ian can 
occur, the highest values being found in the equa
torial zone. fa also is largely variable; while the 
lowest (nighttime) values are of the order of 5 
Mc/s, the highest values due to F2 go up to 55 
Mc/s. Even hi.gher values can be obtained occasion
ally with Es. 

No direct routine determination of fa is actually 
mfl,de at ionospheric stations but the parameter 
MUF(3000)F2 has a certain relation with it. For 
future work on ionospheric refraction of penetrating 
rays one should have a practical way to determine 
fa from the routine parameters reduced from vertical 
soundings. 

1.3. When the frequency is between fe and f a, 
ray geometry is rather complicated. Roughly 
speaking there is a cone of penetrating rays which 
is limited by the critical reflection condition at the I 

level of maximum electron density (suffix c). 

(3) 

The value of a1' so found defines a cone of rays at 
the transmitter but the corresponding rays outside ( 
the ionosphere have another convergency point. 
The limiting ray given by (3) cannot penetrate the 
layer; if the ionosphere were homogeneous this ray 
should follow the curvature of the layer approaching 
asymptotically the height re. So it is strongly 
deviated by refraction. A similar statement is 
true for neighboring rays. Those which are less I 

steep are reflected at large distance; they are called 
Pedersen rays. Those which are steeper penetrate 
the layer but with an important lateral deviation 
due to refraction (fig. 3). 

In principle there is no geometrical limit to these 
deviated rays. At frequencies above f a a geometric
optical radio horizon is well defined by the refraction 
of the ray with horizontal start (ar = 90 0) lCarru 
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FIG U RE 1. R efraction for diHerent fre quencies between fc 
and fd, 

et aI. , 1960b] , However, with f between f c and 
fd rays can even go across the optical horizon in 
spite of the limi tation of the cone at the transmitter. 
A practical limitation is given by the photometric 
decrement, i ,e., the dilution of energy which is a 
consequence of the large spread of the rays due to 
refractional deviation [Rawer, 1960]. All the 
largely deviated rays originate from a small bundle 
neal' the critical ray. The importance of this 
refraction effect depends on the layer thiclmess; 
only with thic1;;: layers large refractional deviation 
is obtained. The effects are therefore negligible for 
Es-layers, but rather large for equatorial F2-layers. 
In the case of a thick homogeneous F2-layer the 
ray can be deviated well above the optical horizon 
if we allow for an additional photometric decrem ent 
of 10 to 20 db [Rawer, 1960]. 
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FIG URE 2. Ray geometry f01' a c1/1'ved layer (m place I' r by lI. r • 

.--
FIGU RE 3. R efracted rays for a tl'ansrnittel' on ground , 

1.4. It is instructive to consider the ca e of a 
transmitter in space outside the ionosphere (fig . 4). 
The limitations of 0'0 which determine fd do not 
exist for rays falling from outside upon the iono
sphere. For rays coming from outside no limi ting 
frequency exists at grazing incidence ; even UHF 
frequencies should be reflected by the ionosphere. 
If the condi tion f c<f < fa is valid no geometric
optical limi t exists for the "illumination range" on 
the earth, largely deviated r ftys being able to reach 
every point at the surface, in principle at least. 

Even on frequencies above fa ionospheric refraction 
should not be negligible in the case of a transmitter 
outside the ionosphere. In principle the action of 
a homogeneous curved ionosphere can be described 



as a sort of guiding of the rays so that the shadow 
of the earth is faintly illuminated by largely devi
ated rays (fig. 5). 

l.5. The real ionosphere is not homogeneous. 
This puts some limits to the considerations made 
!Lbove. Lack of homogeneity should minimize the 
effects of largely deviatedl'ays so thttt the real photo
metric attenuation outside the limiting cone is prob
ably larger than calculated with geometrical optics 
[Rawer, 1960] . 

FW URE 4. Refmcted mys for a tmnsmitter in space. 

In the case of a transmitter outside of the iono
sphere the most interesting features appear only in 
the case of an inhomogeneous ionosphere. When a ..: 
ray propagates in a direction of increasing electron 
density it is possible that the ionosphere is first pene
trated but after reflection from the ground [Bain and 
Golton, 1960] the same ray at another place can be 
reflected by the ionosphere (fig. 6). These are rays 
creeping into the flat region between ground and 
ionosphere. The situation is quite different when 
the electron density decreases in the direction of 
propagation. In that case the ray after ground re
flection definitively goes out (fig. 6). Speaking of the 
transmitter as a light source we obtain a complicated 
illumination pattern on the earth's surface. We dis
tinguish different zones [Rawer, 1960] according to 
the following three classes: directly illuminated 
zones- zones with indirec t illurnina tion by iono
spheric reflection- shadow zones of the earth or of 
the ionosphere. A simple practical solution is needed 
1'01' this particular problem of ionospheric propag!L
tion. It should be possible by applying appropriate 
ionization maps . Also in the case of a transmitter 
on the earth the inhomogeneity of the ionosphere has 
important consequences. The overhead "iris" in the 
ionosphere through which the rays can penetrate is 
no longer circular, it can have a complicated shape. 
The reasonings of ray geometry apply in a similar 
way as explained in sec. 1.3. The standard extra
terrestrial diagram is heavily influenced by refraction 
in the case where f c<f <fd. Roughly spe!Lking its 
shape is determined by the boundaries of the pene
tration cone. Some smoothing is introduced by de
viated rays; therefore the antenna pattern now ex
tends below the horizon; however, with very small 
intensity. This is different in the case f > /a where 
the refraction influence on the st!Lndard antenna pat
tern is rather small. 

l.6 . In the case where the transmitter or the re
ceiver or both are inside the ionosphere some new 
refraction phenomena can occur. "'I'Ve have seen in 

6 

FIG URE 5. Refracted mys for a transmitter in space, homo- FIGURE 6. Refracted mys for a tmnsmitteT in space, inhomo-
geneous ionosphere, f>.r d. geneous ionospheTe. 
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seC'. 1.1 tha t the well-known frequency limiL<.tiol1 of 
ionospheric reflection is du e to the fact that lh e 
ionospb ere is at a fini te height above the transmi tter 
on the ea rth . With a t ransmi tter in the refra cting 
layer itself this limi tation is no lon ger valid , and one 
should expect to obtain ionosp heric propagation at 
higher frequencies than usual. vVe have conditions 
s imilar to the case of (terrestrial) tropospheric reflec
Lions. I t is shown by figm es 3 through 6 that the 
zone of maximum ionization can be considered as 
something like a guide or duct; however, this guide 
is unstable since a small inhomogeneity can cause a 
ray to go out of the guide. This is the situation at 
the maximum of ionization, where n·1', eq (2), has a 
minimum. But ano ther stable duct should occur at 
an altitude where n·r is maximum [vVoyk, 1959a 
and b] . Such a maximum should exist at a height, 
where the electron density has a minimum , as in the 
" valley" between E and P region (fig. 7). 

A simil ar d uct could also occur witho ut a true 
min imum of electron density at Lhe lower sid e o( a 
layer beca.use there also occurs n. maximuLll of n·r. 
The physical reason is t hat rays leaving the lower 
border of the ionosphere nearly horizontally will 
come back to Lhis border if the layer is curved. Thi s 
propaga t ion mode should be easily obtainable be
tween two points in t he duct. Occasionally ,IS 

pointed out by Woy k [1959,1. and b] in figure 7 i t 
should also appear between ,1. satellite at lo\ver alti
t ude lmd t he ea rt h, n amely in the case where fUlin
homogeneity of lh e ionosp here somewhere opens ,1 

gate from t he d ucL to the ear th [Woy k, 1959 a and bi 
:Vlacrakis, 1960J. A similar p ropag<ttion mode has 
formerly been fo un d with b,1Ck- catter experimenls 
[Stein et aI. , 1957]. 

58'DELTA TWO 

1.7. Experimental evidence on the differen t re
fraction phenomena with satelli tes is yet very rare. 
No sys tematic experimrntnl investigf.tion o( the 
effects of largely deviated ra,ys (sec. 1. 3) has come to 
the author 's knowledge neither comparison between 
ionospheric echo phenomena and instH l1 ta .l1 eou 
ionizatio n maps. But nHtny of the Doppler-obser
vations on 20 and 40 1\1e/s show Lhe prese ll ce of 
ionospheric reflection- either by the appearance of a 
second frequency or, more o ft en , by fl.ll irregular 
shape of the D oppler Cll I've , sometimes b.\T a, re
increase of frequency . An example or a rath er ir
r egular Doppler curve is given in figure 8 [He s 
and R awer , ] 960] . Obser va,LiO lls h ave bee ll made 
where the field strength incre,lsed again when the 
satelli te was ncar the 11 01'illO l1 ; several frequency 
compon en ts ,lppea red in these cases [Dewall , 1959] 

FIG UR I, 7. Th e wlstable F2- layef dllel an d the ~tab/e duct in 
the {ower ionosphere [WOYI\: 1959) . 

FlGURI,8. Doppler-curve (1958 Delta II, 20 M c/s B reisach) showing strong deformations by 
ionospheric influences, also a dropout. 
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A quite unexpected propagation phenomenon has 
been reported several times on 20 as well as on 40 
:Mc/s. The satellit,e was intercepted between two 
regular passings when it was in the antipode range. 
Most of these observations are reported from satel
lites at rather low altitude [Hess, 1958 and 1960] . 
It is also reported that in these cases the frequency 
was r ather constant [Gal'riot and Villard, 1958]. 
Interferometric observation on 40 M c/s showed the 
same features as obtained with a point source ['VeIls, 
1958]. It is felt that these observations fit well with 
the ionospheric duct theory as explained before in 
sec. 1.6, figure 7 [Woyk, 1959a and b] . It is also 
possible that a ray penetrates the ionosphere near 
the antipode and is then reflected between earth and 
ionosphere (fig. 6). But this latter explanation is 
limited to lower frequencies than is the duct theory. 

2. Irregula r Ionospheric Refra ction 
2.1. Radio-astronomical observations have shown 

that under certain conditions irregular refraction 
effects playa very important role. A recent survey 
on these phenomena has been given by Booker 
[1958] . The so-called scintillations which are ob
served on most frequencies are quick fluctuations of 
received radio star intensity and phase [Lawrence, 
1958] . 

They are of ionospheric origin and should decrease 
in intensity as l /P, in agreement with the dispersion 
formula eq (1) . Scintillations are very rarely ob
served in daytime (with the exception of Aus
tralia); the scintillation index has a clear maximum 
at night. The seasonal variation follows that of the 
ionospheric phenomenon of "spread F." The scintil
lation index goes approximately with sec. aT; i.e., it is 
smaller for steeper incidence. The irregularities 
causing scin tillations are elongated in shape, alined 
with the magnetic field with dimensions less than 1 
km across the field but several km along it. Good 
correlations h ave been found with the occurrence of 
"spread F" in England and near the equator, but 
apparently not in Australia [Booker, 1958]. 

As to the geographical distribution it seems that 
polar and equatorial scintillation bave different sta
tistics. Polar stations ou both hemispheres show 
better correlation among themselves and with the 
occurrence of aurorae [Aarons et aI. , 1958] than they 
do with an equatorial station [Brenan, 1960]. In 
fact spread F has a positive correlation with the 
magnetic index at high latitudes [Booker , 1958] while 
the correlation is negative near the equator [Koster 
and Wright, 1960] . The equatorial type of spread F 
is a quiet nighttime phenomenon , completely differ
ent in origin from the high latitude type which occurs 
with magnetic perturbations. 

The intensity of the fluctuations depends on fre
quency, elevation angle, and geophysical factors. 
The scintillation phenomenon is not limited to lower 
frequencies. At rather high latitude even on 915 
Mc/s intensity fluctuations up to 50 percent Itave 
been observed; at low elevation they are quite com
mon. The fading frequency increases with aurorae 
and geomagnetic l{-index [Ko , 1960]. In the auroral 
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zone scintillations on 223 M c/s have been observed 
in cases where an active aurora was present in the 
line of sight to the radio star [Benson, 1960]. -! 

2.2. The explanation of the scintillations is surely 
given by irregularities at rather high levels, certainly 
higher than 100 km ; most authors feel that the level 
lies at or above the ionizations maximum of the 
F2-layer. It is difficult to determine this level only 
from radio-astronomical observations. 

As the phenomenon occurs predominantly at ~ 
night, it is not probable that an additional ionization 
could be the cause. Rearrangement of existing 
ionization is the most probable theory, but it seems 
that the turbulence has a character that corresponds 
more to that of the Eregion. If a turbulent electrical 
field existed at the dynamo level it could be trans
ferred to the F region by the magnetic field and there 
cause the irregular distribution of ionization [Dagg, 
1957]. Besides the spectrum often seems to have 
rather discrete components, so that a more systematic 
structure than in ideal turbulence should be present 
[Gruber, 1961]. 

If rearrangement of ionization along the magnetic 
field lines is the cause of the phenomenon, a rather 
unusual optical situation must result. Waves prop- (. 
agating nearly along the magn etic field lines could be 
reflected by ionization concentrated along these. 
For lower frequencies the system acts as a sort of 
lens giving quasi-optical effect of focusing along the 
axis (fig. 9) [Rush and Colin, 1958]. 

On the other hand, with this theory the scintilla
tion effect should be extremely aspect sensitive; in 
temperate latitude the maximum effect should be 
observed a t a rather high elevation while the observa
tions seem to prove a monotonic incr ease of scintil
lation intensity with decreasing elevation angle 
[Booker, 1958] . 

2.3. While radio star scintillations have only b een 
studied at a few sites on the globe, satellite signals 

1958 
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FIGURE 9. Quasi-focusing by 1'eflection !Tom field-alined 
ionization. 



have been received at many places in the last years 
and the characteristic features have been determined. 
Scintillations can be seen on almost every sort of 
record: Doppler-curves (frequency versus time) show 
either irregularities [Liszka, 1959; Arendt, 1960] or a 
change in frequency as shown on the record of figure 
10. Simil ar irregulari ties have been observed with 
direction finders. But the most characteristic change 
occurs on field-strength records. Undisturbed 
records show a very regular Faraday fading with deep 
minima as can be seen in the center of the record, 
figure 11. If, however , scintillation appears, the 
character of th e amplitude curve changes abruptly. 
A quicker and irregular fading appears with phase 
and polarization changes. The signal is no more 
coherent in that case. For this reason very deep 
fading minima do not occur during heavy scintilla
tion. This can be seen from the record, figure 12, 
taken at Kiruna (Sweden) [Aarons et a1. , 1961] . 

By collaboration of a group of European stations 
scintillation zones co uld occasionally be dcter
mined. Therc seems to be a pronounced preference 
for them to occur in northern Europe more often than 
at lower latitudcs. At Cambridge (England) scintil
lation was not obser ved whcn thc satcllite was at 
lower latitude than the receiving place [Kent, 1959] . 

"ooH--+-+-+-'+.-+H--,-j.--H-+~L++-L++-l__l_-l-+-+-+-.J--I-+~--I-l .. 
,6ooH-++-+-++--+-I-+--i-l---f-".I---t--l-I-+-l-W-l-f-l.-l-.J----t-l-+--i-+---l 

-s 15ooH-++-+-++-+-I--H-I--H-+,-t .. !--, f--jCn;=~D;::RO~PO:::;U.:..-T +-+-l-+-+-+.J-.---J-.! 
~ 
~ 14ooH--+-+-+--+-+-+-+-H-+~L++-~+-l__l_4-+-+-+-+-+--+-.J--I~ 
o 
~ 130oH-++-+-++-+-I--H-I--H-l--l-hlt-+.W-l-+-+-l-+-+-++--+---J-.! 

' 2ooH--+-+-+--+-+-+--+-.J--I-+-H-+~L++-l__l_+'h-J.+-+-+-+-H~ 

" ooH-++-+-+-+-+-+-H-I-+--i-l--H-l--l-I-++-+-++-.J-+-
0424 0 425 0 426 0 4 27 0428 0429 0430 0431 0432 0433 0434 

FIGURE 10. Doppler-curve (1958 Delta I I , 20 jJtf cis, Paris) 
with scintiLLation effect and dl·Opout. 

The explanation could be that the true distribution of 
scintillation regions was centered somewhere neal' the 
auroral zone. It could also be that by the aspect 
sensitivity a preference for the direc tion of the 
magnetic field exists [Mawdsley, 1960]. The discus
sion has been closed by Frihagen and Tr6im, 
[1961a r.nd b.] With the statistical representation 
shown in figure 13, these autho rs were a ble to demon
strate that for a high latitude station scio ti llation 

SCINTILLATIONS FARADAY-SCINTILLATIONS HIGH -AMPLITUDE LOW- FIRST PER 10D OF 
SCINTILLATIONS 

(COMPARE FARADAY 
ROTATIONS RECORDED 
AT FLORENCE (FIG. 2)) 

100 

8 0 

60 

40 

20 

FARADAY ROTATIONS AMPLITUDE 
FARADAY 

ROTATIONS 
(DROPOUT) 

FIGURE 11. Dro pout preceded by scintiLLation in an amplitude record (1958 Delta II, 20 M e/s, Jodretl Bank). 

.. 

c.:..:":"':";c:..:..1~..:..;"'-'.. ""' .. ..:..; .. """ • .w."-.. w-• .w~h...w..' "'-'-', .. :) ....... L ... j . ...... j... . 'I . " ,1 .. · .... 7 ....... j ....... :i ....... :1' .... "\ i ... " . J: " .... L .... L .. ;; iii 
. d· ··· · " 

FIGUR E 12. Scinti llation completely destroying Faraday fading (1958 Delta 11, 2U M c/ s, [( iruna) . 
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FIG URE 13. Scintillation statistics as function of latitude of 
satellite (obsel'ved at Oslo-Kjeller). 

were occfLsionally observable when the sfLtellite was 
south of the station. The distribution shows, how
ever, a maximum near the auroral zone. (Note that 
these observations have been made with a satellite 
going not higher than 65 ° N.) 

This seems to be in agreement with the observfL
t ions of radio astronomers who found at high lati
tudes a positive correlation of scintillations with 
magnetic and auroral perturbations. An intercom
parison has been made in the fLuroral zone; 223 Mc/s 
radio star scintillation was often stronger than the 
sa tellite signal scintilla tion on 20 Mc/s. [Pa,rthas
arathy and Reid, 1959.] This is a very importltllt 
result as it seems to be in contradiction with the 
normal decrease of refraction influence with fre
quency as shown by eq (1). It may be that tho 
direction influence is more important in the auroral 
zone than at lower latitudes. Therefore intercom
parison experiments looking for scintillation at very 
different frequencies are highly desirable. 

Observations on rather low frequencies CfLn be 
influenced by skip phenomena . It may be that some 
of the phenomena observed on 20 ::\[c/s which are 
described as scin tillations are caused by interference 
fading between different propagation paths . An 
attempt has been made to determine the skip zone 
radius in this way [Nakata, 1959]. 

Another interesting observation has been made 
at 111 ediUln lati tude during the da,ys following the 
"Argus" high altitude explosion. During these days 
scintilla tions occurred less often than before [Hutch
inson and Arendt, 1960; Arendt, 1960b]. SimilfLr 
observa tions from low latitudes ha ve not come to tll e 
knowledge of the author. 

2.4, With satellite signals the height of the scin
t illa tion r egion can better be determined thfLn with 
radio-astronomical observations. At temperate lati
tude the occurrence of scintillations decreased when 
the height came to 200 km or less [Slee, 1958]. It is, 
howover, probable that different conditions are 
present in and ncar the aurorfLl zones. The fLpparent 
drift vrlocities can be determined with the h elp of 
several receiving a,ntennae. By intercompfLrison 

with the satellite speed the height should be found 
by purely geometrical reasoning. The irregularities 
were found to be fairly elongfLted with roughly 135 m 
length (along t he mfLgnetic field) and a thickness of 
only 10 111 [Frihagen and Troim, 1960]. 

2.5 . With respect to propagation, scintillation 
must be considered as an attenuation influence with 
energy loss due to a sort of scatter. This means, of 
course, that scatter propfLgfLtion should be possible 
outside the line oJ sight if the antenna is directed to 
a scintillation zone. The importance oJ scintillation 
phenomena on propagation noise has not yet been 
investigated. 

3. Ionospheric Absorption 

3.1. Ionospheric absorption has first been ob
served on frequencies which are reflected from the 
ionosphere. For observations at vertical incidence 
this signifies f < fc. Yrore recently radio-astronomi
cal observations on higher frequencies f >1c have 
thrown some light on absorption phenomena Jor 
waves penetrating through the ionosphere. On HF 
frequencies of the order of 20 Mc/s t rue absorption 
is normally due to a superposition of lower layer 
absorption and Fregion absorption. Both contribu
tions can be separated roughly by considering (after 
reduction to standard conditions) the daily variation 
of cosmic noise received on a directive antenna 
[ylitra and Shain, 1953]. At low and temperate 
lati tudes the contribution of the lower regions D and 
E follows the height of the sun (given by cos x) with 
a short delay only. Therefore, that part which 
varies with cos X and disappears at night should 
be due to lower layers, (This is the same absorp
tion process which is responsible for absorption of 
reflected vmves.) The rest is normally attributed 
to the F-region, and it has fL rather good correla tion 
with the ionization of the F2-layer. Some authors 
have tried to separate from this rest a contribution 
following exactly the criticfLl frequency f~F2 fLnd a 
second rest of unknown origin. It seems, however, 
that the parameter effective for true F2-absorption 
is a combination of maximum electron density and 
layer thickness which both vfLry considerably and 
in some way independently. As to the mechanism 
of the absorption process, it is now clear that th e 
effective collision num bel' in the lower layers is that 
between electrons and neu tral molecules while it is 
mainly with positive ions in the F-region [Majumdar, 
1937; Argence ct a1. , 1952]. A rather recent table 
of collision frequency data is given by Nicolet [1959]. 
Therefore absorption depends in a different way on 
ionospheric condi tions and on frequency in lower 
and high er ionospheric regions. F-region absorption 
depends very critically on the electron density of 
that region so that the highest absorption valu es 
are found together with the highest electron density 
values, 

For normal conditions the absolute value of 
attenuation is not very large- up to a maximum of 
1 db on 20 Mc/s at vertical incidence [Mitra and 
Sh fL in, 1953; Blum, Denisse, and Steinberg, 1954] . 
This means a maximum of 6 db at horizontal inci-
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dence. An absorption of this importance can have 
some influence on the shape of the standard diagram. 
A certain directivity upward s should be produced 
on the lower HF frequencies in daytime provided 
that the F region ionization is imporLan t (see fig. 
26) . On higher frequencies the attenuation due Lo 
true ionospheric absorption is much smaller , nearly 
negligible. For this reason it has not yet been 
possible to determine it from fi eld-strength observa
tions of satellites, present antenna arrangements 
introducing larger changes during the passing 0 [ a 
sa tellite. 

3.2 . In the auroral zones much larger ionospheric 
absorption can occur. On 30 M c/s, for example, a 
vert ical inci.dence attenuation up to 6 db is observed 
under auroral conditions while the normal value is 
only 0.5 db. The increased absorption is well corre
lated with the magnetic ch aracter figure [Littlc and 
Leinbach, 1958) . 

A special very important absorp t ion phenomenon 
is now known as "polar cnp absorption" [Reid and 
Collin, 1959) . It occurs after solar flares with type 
IV rad io emission wbich is a very rare event. Polar 
cap absorption occurs in tbe whole polar cap, not 
only in the auroral zones, and . lasts orten several 
days with a preference for daylight hours [Little and 
Leinbach, 1958]. The origin of tbis absorption seems 
to be ionization at low al titudes, betwee n 50 and 60 
km only, cftUsed by solar proton emission [Hul tqvist 
and Ortner, 1959] . 
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3.3 . Satellite observations occasionally show 
sudden drop-outs; different theories have been pro
posed for their exphmation. An in terco mparison 
experiment has been made with simultaneo us obser
vations between a group o[ European and Am erican 
stations [Aarons et aI. , 1960]. It could be shown 
that there are two classes of such even ts. One is 
observed exactly simul taneously at all sttLLions; [or 
the other one, t he reports of widcly spaced stations 
are different with respect to tim e <md importance. 

Examples of the second class arc give n in figuTes 
14 and 15. In figlU'e 14 t he r ecord of Florence 
(Italy) shows very regular Fantday fading ; also 
regular fading occurs at Jodrell Ba nk (England) but 
with sligh t scintillat ion superposed. At Kj eller 
(Norway) (different time scale) Farada,y facLings 
and scintillations occur alte1'llati vely but t h e field 
strength disa ppeftl's [or <tbout n~ min . For Florcnce 
and Jodrell Bank the field strength decreases more 
slowly; it disappears completcly itt JocLrell Bank but 
not at Florence. Anoth er casc is shown in figLU"e 15. 
A clear dropout of ~~ min is visible on t be Kj eller 
r ecord; at Kil'Una (Sweden) t he increase of fi eld 
strength occurred some 10 sec later while iLt Jodrell 
Bank only a small decrease of field strengtll is 
visible (enrlier than t he Kjeller dropout). The 
r egions wbere t he attenuatio n probably occurred 
ca n be determined geo meLricftlly if a plausible 
assumption as to its height is made. I t was found 
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FLORENCE ITALY, RECORDINGS Of 1958 82, REVOLUTION 7128 . SEPT. 30, 1959, 
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FA RA DAY DROP OUT 

KJELLER RECORDINGS OF FARADAY ROTATION I DROPOU T AND SC INTILL A:r!ON 

FIG U RE 14. Amplitude l'ecords of thTee stations (20 M ci s) show'ing a dropout . 
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FIG U RE 15. Amplitude records of four stations (20 Me/s) 
showing dropout mainly in Sweden and Norway . .:... U 

tbat these regions (like the scintillation regions) 
have a tendency to be found at higher latitudes. 
They could be identical with the areas of high ioni
zn,tion in the D-region due to amoral perturbations 
[Whitney et a1., 1960]. 

The first class of dropouts cannot be a true propa
gation effect as it occms very accmately and simul
taneously at different stations. An example is 
shown in figme 16 [Aarons et al. , 1961]. This 
dropout can be seen at all stations even at the lati
tude of Florence; it can also be seen on the second 
harmonic of the transmitted frequency (see upper
most record, Breisach). This must be an effect at 
the satellite transmitter. Another hypothesis was a 
detuning of the antenna when the satellite is passing 
through highly ionized areas [Whitney et al. , 1960] . 
It was stated that the dropouts occurred only at 
higher latitudes. Figme 17 shows the geographical 
distribution of the location of the satellite dming 
dropouts as observed in northern Sweden [Liszka 
and Hultqvist, 1961]. (The limit of 65° N is im
posed by the satellite orbit.) It is evident that the 
zone of occurrence has some relation with the 
auroral zone. This does not necessarily mean that 
the amoral phenomena cause the changes on board 

of the satellite . The a uroral zones are found below 
the horns of the outer van Allen belt, so that a 
radiation influence is also possible. A recent hy
pothesis is that the crystal oscillator is changing its 
frequency when it is hit by hard cosmic radiation 
[Liszka, 1961], with reference to Beckman [1958], 
and Renius and Rees [1960]. 
It is in agreement with this theory that the frequency 
seems to be always falling dming these dropouts, for 
cxample, figure 18 [Liszka and Hultqvist, 1961]. 

4 . Specific Phase Effects 

4.1. Phase observations are much easier with co
herent satellite signals than with mostly incoherent 
noise from radio stars. We have just stated (see 
sec. 2.3) that a certain class of refraction irregularities 
can destroy the coherency. In all other cases the 
phase of the signal is an interesting parameter. 
Three such parameters are measmable: the fre
quency (which is the time derivative of the phase), 
the polarization (which is essentially given by t he 
phase difference between the two magneto-ionic 
components), the differential phase (between two 
phase-locked frequencies). 

The decisive expression is always the pbase integral 

where rs is the radius vector to the satellite, r T that 
to the receiving placc, r that of a point on the ray 

and k is the wave vector =~ n (co velocity of light, 
Co 

n vectorial refraction index, i.e., a vector in the 
direction of t he wave normal with the absolu te value 
n, w angular frequency of the wave) . The field at 
the receiving site is then given by 

(5) 

The different parameters which can bc observed are 
deduced from this expression. 

4.2. The Doppler effect is observed by measuring 
the frequency J' of the received signal. It is given by 

(6) 

With respect to the transmitted frequency f = w/27r 
we have 

(7) 

It hfts been shown that in a. strfttified medium (with 
an isotrophic refraction index) this expression is 
only determined by the conditions at the terminals 
[Weekes, 1958]. The final formula can be written 
in general orthogonal coordin fttes [Rawer and Suchy, 
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1962] . In the special case of cvlindri cuJ coordinates 
1', cf> one has finall~T . 

(8) 

Apparently the values of the refractive index n 
existing betwcen both terminals Sand T do no t 
appear in this formula, but they' determine the 
value of the angle at the receiving station , aT' 

It is clear from (8) that the Doppler effect gives 
us a tool to obtain some information on the refractive 
index and thus on the electron density. These 

reI atio ns can give directly f elr N, unfortun ately 

only when some important simplifications are valid. 
On e of these is the validity of Sellmeier 's formula
which is only true for rather high frequencies , the 
other is that the curvature of the htyer can be 
neglected- and this is never true. For these reaso ns 
the accuracy of determinatiuns of the electron 
density integral from the D oppler curve is no t good. 
The ionospheric effect on the Doppler curve is only 
a second order effect and alwa~·s small so that the 

experimental accuracy is a serious limitation. A 
large number of publications are concern ed with 
Doppler measurements; they can be fo und in the 
bibliograpby. 

Even with intercompariso n of two frequencies the 
accuracy is no t yet good enough [Hibberd and 
Thomas, 1959; Ross, 1960; Kelso , 1961]. This will 
become better when very accurate, phase-locked 
multifrequency satellites can be observed. 

4.3. The Faraday rotation rl is given by the 
difference in phase of the two magneto-ionic com
ponents 0 and x: 

(9) 

In pri.nciple both components have different ray 
paths; therefore the accurate calculation becomes 
rather complicated , in particular when the inhomo
geneity of the medium is taken into account [K elso, 
1960]. Different approximations h ave been pro
posed . The simplest of them is a first-order 
approximation introducing the sim.ple longitudinal 
approximation to the complete dispersion formula. 
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In this approximation Q is directly proportionfll to 
the inlegrfll over the electron density N. Th e first 
evaluation hfls been mad e with this a pproximation 
[Brown e et aI., 1956; Bowhill, ] 958; Arendt, 1959b; 
Schmelovsky, 1960] . The effect of an import~lnt 
spin of tbe sa tell i te h as been considered by Roger 
and Thomso n [1960]. Unfortunately the first order 
approximation is not good enough , at least [01' 

frequencies below 100 M c/s. This is due to the 
fact that a differen tifl1 effect is considered; it can be 
important on frequencies for which the magnetic 
influence on the ray path itself is completely 
negligible. A second-order approximation h as been 
used by Yeh [1960]. Higher-order approximations 
have been introduced by Argence et al. [1960], and 
by Garriot, Little, an d L awrence [1960] . The 
variable direction and in tensity of the magnetic field 
along the ray path has an importan t influence. The 
effect disappears when the propagation direction is 
orthogonal to the 10cfl1 magneti c fLeld; the locus (01' 
the satelli te positions) wh ere this co ndiL ion holds in 
the ceJltral part o[ the F-region has a, sh ape simil,H 
to a h:v perbolic curve, a nd its apex lies (magnetically) 
north from the l'ecei IT ing s ite. Higher-order approx
imations are surely needed if the orbit comes to the 
neighborhood of t his locus. 

The Faradfl Y effect is n first-order effect and 
therefore much more usable for ionosph eric mea ure
ments than is th e Doppler effect. Seen as an in
flu ence on propagation , the difficult.\- with the Farn 
day effect is thn t it is highly va ri able with ionosph eric 
conditions a nd direction. The regular fadin g, with 
deep minim a arc ra th er dangero us ('or certain CO Ill 
municfltion s ~'stems. Th e fadin g co uld be avo ided 
with eircula r polarization of t he receiving Hntennn. 
If t his is no t clone the polari za tion changes nrc ~-et 
rem arka ble on rather high freq uencies: s uch It slow 
fading rate can be part iculn.rl .\' da ngcrous cn using 
long periods of silence. Even at a freq uency of 1 
Gc/s a complete rotfltion of t hc plane of polari zI1Lion 
is possible under the worst co ndi t ions. Onl.\' on 
frequencies which arc huge co mpnrecl to t his can t be 
value of FaradfLY ro tfltion be neglected in all cases. 

4.4. Obser va,tions oJ the Faraday effect from 
satellites have been made at differen t locations 
[D aniels and Bauer, 1958; Thomson, 1958 ; Aitchison 
et aI. , 1959 b ; Blackband et aI. , 1959 ; Parth flsarathy 
and R eid, 1959; Blackband, 1960 ; Garriot, 1960 ; 
Hill and Dyce, 1960 ; Little and L awrence, 1960 ; 
Schrnelovsky, 1960 ; Yeh and Swenson, 1961]. 
Typical records are shown in figures 19 and 20 
[Hess <Lnd Rawer , 1960]. Figure 19, taken when the 
satelli te was above the F2-maximum, shows a very 
regular FnradfLY fading with 17 minima per min. 
The systematic vH,riation of the envelope is due to the 
receiving ante nn a diagram . Figure 20 has bcen 
obtained under similar conditions as to the state of 
the iono phere and the geographical position of the 
satelli te but the h eight of this In. tter was now abo ut 
100 km below the F2-maximul11 . For this reaso n th e 
total effect is now quite small, only 3 minima pCl' 
minut,e. The observed amplitude curve depends 
mostly on some ot her influ ences also, in par ticular 
t he diagrams of th e antenna on the satelli te and on 

ground. (The situation beco mes particularly COI11-
plica ted when the sa telli tc ha s no Ii ncm' polariza
tion.) Only for rather low frequen cies like in fi gure 
19 the Faraday effect g iv es lh e quicker fadi ng. On 
higher f'requencies the lobes of the receiving nntenna 
may be more promincnt tha. n the fe\ Faraclny ffl d
ings; in that case only a pflrt of t he observed minim a 
is due to Faraday effect. 

An interesting record obtained with th c third 
Soviet spfLce probe is shown in figure 21 [Vitkevich 
et aI. , 1961]. Tn that CIL e the transmitting a ll tenntL 
had linear polarization but two eros eel dipoles were 
used as receiving an tenna. Th e upper a nd ce ntrn.l 
curve of figure 21 show clearly 11, 90 0 phase differ 
ence as it is norm al fo r the reception 0(' rotating 
polarization . Th e record COVcl'S abou t 1 hI'. The 
regular f~l,cles arc m~l,inly due to th e variable direc
tion oj' t he rn,y pILssing through t he ionospb ere
more thfLH to the incrense in electro n content along 
the pa,t h. Cm'e mll st be tlLken in the interpretfl tion 
of s ll ch cur ves ,1,S only cha ll ges or Q arc observable; 
in plLr tieuhr ~Lt the poin ts where Q luts a m aximum 
01' Illinimulll th e counting or the minim a must be 
inverted ir con eeL ('!cc troll density chLlcL s h ~tll re ult. 

FIG URE 19. [ F-amplitude Tecord showing regular FaTaday 
fading (1958 Delta If, 40 M c/s, B 1'eisach). 

FI GU HE 20. I F-amplitttde l'ecoTd in similaT position to fig ttre 
19 showl:ng slow Faraday fading (satellite below F2 layeT). 
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FIGURE 21. Arnplitu de records obtained with vel·tical (upper curve) and horizontal (central cw "ve) polar'izat'ion. Lowest curve: 
Interfel'orneter record with horizontal polari zation. 
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Reception from space probes does not always show 
the very regular behavior of figure 21. The fi eld 
strength curves shown in figure 22 have been ob
tained with the first Soviet space probe; each dia
gram covers about 8 hI' [Vitkevich et aI., 1961]. It 
is evident that we can not yet give a detailed expla
nation distinguishing the different influences which 
are effective; antenna diagrams and Faraday fading 
are among the most important ones, but some un
known other influences seem to be present. This is 
a subject for further studies. 

Normally at the physical interpretation of Fara
day records some hypothesis concerning the electron 
density distribution is introduced so that here also 
the accuracy bas some limitations. Fortunately 
these hypotheses are not very critical if only the 
total electron content is looked for . The situation 
is certainly much better than with the Doppler 
effect and when the calculations are made accurately 
enough interesting results can be obtained. As an 
example, figure 23 shows the variations or subsatel
lite electron content evaluated from Faraday rec
ords; local variations with dimensions of the order 
of 100 km can be seen [Little and Lawrence, 1960] . 
The numerical values of the total subsatellite elec
tron content is largely variable with the ionospheric 
conditions, i.e. , with the hour and with the geo
graphical location. Values between the approximate 
limits 3 and 40.1016 m - 2 have been cited. Another 
parameter which has been determined rather often 
is the ratio of subsatellite electron content to that 
of the inner ionosphere (i.e., below the F2-maximum) 
This ratio seems to be very largely variable, between 
1.5 and 5 or even 8. 

As only changes of the total rotation can be deter
mined, there is an ambiguity with respect to the 
absolute value of n. It can be removed by inter
comparison of two frequencies ; otherwise special 
methods must be used in order to obtain "se1£
consistent" data. 

Some observations of the Faraday effect have also 
been made with moon echoes [Evans, 1957; Bauer 
and Daniels, 1958; Dyce, 1960; Millman and Sanders, 
1960] . These results are particularly interesting as 



they gIVe illformation concerning a very large 
distance. However, as the elec tron density is 
decreasing in the outer ionosphere, the most impor
tant contribution to the total rotation occurs in 
regions rather near to the earth. 

5. Tropospheric Influences 

5.1. Ray deviation by tropospheric refractio n 
which is so important for terrestrial propagation of 
VHF and UHF waves normally is negligible on 
these waves for satellite propagation. Th e reason is 
that satellite comm unication is nearly always effected 
with a rather high elevation angle. The effect is 
only remarkable in the case of a very low elevation 
angle (aT nearly 90° in eq (2) and (3)). At such 
angles with radio-astronomical methods, tropospheric 
scintillation has been observed down to 3 cm waves 
[Aarons et al. , 1958]. One or the differences between 
tropospheric a nd ionospheric refraction is that the 
rerraction index due to free electrons in the iono
sphere depends on frequen cy while the polarization or 
neutral molecules in the troposphere is due to bound 
electrons and is not seriously frequency dependent 
in th e consider ed [req uency range. If we character
ize the refraction effect as is usually done by the 
expression 106 ·(n - l ), the maximum tropospheric 
value is 300 up to 500 [or cases of very high humidi ty. 
In the ionosphere considerably higher values occur 
on frequencies up to 100 M c/s; during periods of 
important ionization tropospheric and ionospheric 
values come to the same magnitude for freq uencies 
of the order of 1 Gcjs. Even then the ionospheric 
influence is la rger except for very low elevation 
angles (which . fLre rarply used ) as the ionospheric 
layers are much thicker. So the limiting frequency 
above which t ropospberic refraction is more irnpor
tan t is of t he order of 1 Gcls and can even be high er . 

For practical applications, scin tillation and prop
agation noise (see sec. 6) may be more interesting 
influences of tropospheric refrac tion than ray 
deviation. 

5.2. Tropospheric absorp tion occurs mainly by 
molecular absorption of oxygen and water vapor. 
R ecent absorption curves are given in figures 24 
and 25 [Straiton and Talbot, 1961]. The high 
absorption values which are found in the vicinity 
of the strong absorption lines constitute the upper 
frequency limi t of the "radio-astronomical window" 
for the time being. For the application of these 
diagmms some information is needed on the total 
amount of oxygen and water vapor in the atmosphere. 
Reduced to one atmosphere (fig. 24) the effective 
thickness of the total atmosph ere is 7.231 Iml, the 
part o[ molecular oxygen is th en 1.516 km. (The 
indication of figure 24 must be mul tiplied by 1.516 
to give the total oxygen absorption at vertical 
incidence) . As to water vapor the partial pressure 
e(h) decreases with height h approximately as given 
by Hergesell 's formula: 

e(h)leo= 10 -s:m (H6:m} (10) 
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FIG U RE 24. Absorption by ox ygen (one atm). 

By integration the effective thick:ness of the water 
vapor atmosphere r educed to eo is obtained as 4.54 
km. (Th e indications of fig. 25 must be m ul tiplied 
by 4.54 if the humidi ty at the ground equals 7.5 
g/m 3 ; otherwise one h as to reduce to the true ground 
value.) 

The absorpt.ion coefficient in the lower troposphere 
is also high during precipitation. Effectively the 
critical value of 1 dblkm is normally reached at 
about 40 Gcls (oxygen line at 60 Gels). In the case of 
strong precipitation this limit can be as low as 8 
Gc/s. 

At frequencies near these values the total tropo
spheric absorption at vertical incidence reaches sev
eral db ; at oblique incidence it can then become very 
high. Under these conditions the standard diagram 
clearly shows vertical directivity. Examples are 
shown in figure 26 . 

"Vater vapor absorption has a line near 22 Gcls 
and an extremely strong one at 180 Gc/s. The 
attenuation due to these lines is variable with the 
atmospheric content of water vapor . Figure 27 
gives the average latitude variation of humidity for 
different seasons [tIann and Suring, 1936] . The 
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highest values occur in the tropical zone, tb ey are 
abou t three times larger than at m edium latitude 
(45°) . 

Seen as a propagation influence tropospheric ab
sorption is negligible on frequencies where the specific 
attenuation in the lower atmosphere is inferior to 
0.02 db/km . This limit lies normally at about 16 
Gc/s, but with clouds or stron g precipitation it can 
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FIGUHE 27. 1.1 ean latitude val'iation of water vapor pressure 
at the ground f or different seasons (full curve: yearly average) . 

reach lower values, down to 3 Gc/s. Another often 
more importan t aspect of tropospheric absorp tion 
is discussed in th e following section . 

6 . Propagation Noise 

'With th e new amplifiers the in ternal noise of re
ceivers can be brought down to extrem ely small 
values of only a few degree K . Therefore noise 
sources which have been neglected before must now 
be considered. In principle propagation noise is 
produced by any mechanism producing fading. 
Statistically considered the fading in amplitude and 
phase can be described by a spectrum ; tbe maximum 
intensity is mostly found on quite low frequencies, 
say between 0 .01 and 10 cis. If th is spectrum is 
extended towards higher frequencies it can reach the 
low frequency band used with the type of communi
cation which is considered. In tha t part of its 
spectrum th e fading behaves like a stochastic process, 
one observes noisy signals at the receiver which 
cannot be distinguish ed from. "true noise." 

Propagation noise will mainly be produced b,
su ch fading processes for which t h e center of gravity 
of spectral in tensi ty lies on relati vely high fre
quencies. Molecular absorption (see sec. 5.2) should 
b e p9Tticula,rly efficien t from this point of view as 
its fluctuations ar e due to the (thermal) statistical 
behavior of the molecules so that th e main par t of 
the spectrum lies in th e communication band itself. 
In this case the theory of Fraunhofer lines in the 
solar spectrum may b e useful [Unsold, 1955]. The 
si tu ation is different for tropospheric and ionospheric 
turbulence or scintillation , in which case the center 
of gravity norm ally lies b elow the communication 
b and; n evertheless under cer tain conditions these 
m ech anisms may give an importan t contribution 
to the received noise. The problem of propagation 
noise is a new on e, it is typical for earth-space CO]11 -

munication an d should b e studi ed seriously in the 
future. 
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